FAMILIES OF INDUCED REPRESENTATIONS JAMES GLIMM
In [11] , Mackey constructed certain representations (the induced representations) of a group G. If the group is acting on a measure space X then the construction also gives a projection valued measure P on X which is a system of imprimitivity for the representation UoίG. (P(σE) -U{σ)P(E)U{σ~1).) In this paper we determine the topology in the set of equivalence classes of induced pairs U, P whose joint action is irreducible, provided certain restrictions are imposed on G and X. This set of pairs is (homeomorphic to) a space W/G of orbits, where W consists of fibers over X as a base space and G acts on W. The fiber over x is G x , the space of equivalence classes of irreducible representations of G x = {7: jx = x). The principal restriction on G and X is equivalent to assuming that G x is a continuous function of x. (See the Appendix.) One might hope that in interesting cases X could be expressed as a finite disjoint union of subsets upon which our assumptions are satisfied.
One of the motivations for this paper was the hope of introducing in certain cases a differentiate or real analytic structure into W/G. If if is a manifold (except perhaps for a set of singular points), if G is an analytic group and if G acts smoothly on W then W\G is a manifold, except perhaps for a set of singular points, if W\G is countably separated (if there are Borel sets W lf W 2 , in W which are G invariant and which separate points of WIG). This is a simple consequence of [14, Theorem 8, page 19] and [6, Theorem 1] and does not depend upon the special nature of W. In particular it applies equally well to a closed subset K of W which is a manifold and upon which G acts smoothly. As might be expected, K\G being countably separated is equivalent to all representations of a certain C*-algebra being of type I. The assumption that W is a manifold except for singular points is unsatisfactory. One would like to assume that X is a manifold and that G acts on X smoothly and conclude that W is a manifold (except perhaps for singular points) if all the G x are type I groups. Whether this is true is not known even when X is a point. The results of this paper presumably have implications for the representations of analytic groups which have closed normal subgroups.
The group G and the topological space X considered in the paper will be assumed to satisfy the second axiom of countability. This is not used until § 2 and in view of [10, 1] , it would not be surprising if Theorem 2.1 were true without this assumption. That φ is a representation of a group (resp. * algebra ££) means that the representation space ξ>(φ) is a Hubert space and that φ is a unitary representation (resp. * representation and φ{β) §(φ) is dense in £>(<£>)). For any locally compact space Y, C 0 (Y) denotes the set of complex valued continuous functions on Y with compact support.
1. Group algebras. In this section we study *-algebras which are fields of group algebras and which are associated with a locally compact group G acting as a topological transformation group on a locally compact T 2 space X. That G is a topological transformation group means that there is a jointly continuous map (7, x ) -• yx from G x X into X such that {β~xy)x = β~\^x) and ex -x. Suppose a left invariant Haar measure d(x, σ) -dσ can be chosen on the isotropy subgroups G x "continuously," that is so that for each/in C 0 (G), the function x->l f(σ)dσ defined on X is continuous. Let Y = {(a?, σ): x e X and σ e G x ). Then F is a closed subspace of IxG and so is locally compact.
The continuity requirement of the Haar measures could also be expressed by saying that x -> d{x, σ) is a w*-continuous map from X to regular Borel measures on G. LEMMA 
Let x -• dμ(x 9 σ) be a w*-continuous map from X to the regular Borel measures on G. For each compact subset K of X x G there is a constant M = M{K) such that \\f{x, σ)dμ(x, σ) ^MWfW* for all f in C 0 (K) and x in X.
There are compact subsets K λ and K 2 of X and G respectively such that Kc. K x x K 2 . If g e C 0 (G) and g = 1 on K 2 , let M be the supremum of ί| g(σ) I dμ (x, σ) 
an( i one can check that φ x is continuous. Thus φ x comes from a representation, also called φ x , of G x and this implies ||φ(/)|| ^ \θx\f(% 9 0)\dσ. The first two statements of the lemma follow immediately. If A, is a bounded continuous function on X then || φ(hf) || = | h(x) | || φ(f) || | |AΊ|oo||/||, and so multiplication by h is an operator on C 0 (Y) which is continuous in 11 11. It thus has a unique continuous extension to all of S. If we regard ffi as functions from X to the C* -group algebras of the G x then this extension of multiplication by h is still multiplication by h.
If fe C 0 (G y -lχ 21 is the set of equivalence classes of irreducible representations of 21 with the hull kernel topology, which is the topology which has as a subbasis for closed sets the sets of the form {φ: kernel φ ZD $} where 3 is an ideal (closed two sided) in 21. It is evident that (β~λy)φ -β'^yφ) and that y{φ: If Z is the structure space of SI (the set of kernels of irreducible representations of 21) with the hull kernel topology then the map (7, z) -* 72 = {y(A): Aez} form G x Z into Z makes G into a topological transformation group on Z. This follows from Lemma 1.3 and from the facts that 7 kernel φ -kernel yφ and that φ -> kernel φ is an open continuous map of 31 onto Z.
Let Z be the structure space of £ϊ, let φ be a representation of G. By a system of imprimitivity for φ based on X (resp. Z) we mean a regular countably additive projection valued measure P defined on the Borel subsets of X (resp. Z) with values acting on φ(<p) such that P(X) (resp. P(Z)) = I and ^(7)P(£ r )^)(7" 1 ) = P(yE) for all 7 in G and all Borel sets E in X (resp. Z), cf. [11] . We shall call the pair (<p 9 P) a representation of G, X (resp. G, Z). Here the Borel sets are the elements of the smallest σ-ring containing the open sets and regular means that for open U, P(U) = V {P(C): C is a compact Borel set contained in £/}.
There is a *-algebra associated with representations of G, X. It is Ihe set C 0 (X x G) with multiplication and involution defined by
for f,ge C 0 (X x G), dβ a left invariant Haar measure and Δ the modular function (dβj = Δ(j)dβ) of G. This definition is essentially that of [2, p. 310] . There is also a multiplication between elements / of C 0 (Y} (resp. C 0 (X), C 0 (G)) and elements gr of C 0 (X x G) given by
(1.6) /*flf(a;, 7) = and there is a norm on C 0 (X x G) given by It is also an algebra over the ring C 0 (Y) (resp. G 0 (X), C 0 (G)) with scalar multiplication given by (1.4) (resp. 1.5), 1.6)). If ze Z, let φ be an irreducible representation of $ with kernel z. Let x = π(z) be the x determined by Lemma 1.1A. If E is a closed subset of X then π~\E) = {z:f& c z if f{E) = 0, /e C 0 (X)} and is closed. Thus π is continuous and π~\E) is a Borel set if E is. That R extends P means that R(π-\E)) = P(E) for all Borel subsets E of X.
Proof of Theorem 1.4. Let / and g be in
and (1.3) defines an involution. Suppose that
) is a function from X to the finite measures on G which is w*-continuous and is such that
Then /1*/ has compact support, and by Lemma 1.1, μ*feC 0 {X x G). Furthermore
In particular if d/i(x, 7) = &(#, 7)^7, fe 6 C 0 (X x G) then this proves that multiplication is associative. If fe x and fe 2 are in C 0 (Y), then the case
1/2 . The formula h t *{h 2 *g) = (h 1 *h 2 )*g follows from the associative law in the measure algebra of G and the fact that ω(fe!*fe 2 ) == {ωh^)*{ωh^. The remaining algebraic assertions of Theorem 1.4 are easy to verify.
The function sup {| g(x, 7) I : x e X} is a lower semicontinuous function of 7 and so is measurable. It is bounded and has compact support and so is integrable. If /, g e C 0 (X x (?) To prove the existence of ψ(b) it is sufficient to consider the case where the representation space ξ> of φ has a vector x which is cyclic with respect to ^(2ί). Let a be in 21, b be in S3. Then
Iterating this inequality, we have
is bounded and has a unique bounded extension, ^(6), defined on all of ξ).
Formula (1.9) shows that ψ is linear and multiplicative. ψ(b)* -is dense in ξ) since #(33)21 is dense in 2ί, since φ is bounded and since ^(2I)ξ> is dense in φ. Thus ψ is a representation and the proof is complete. To show that φ 0 is a representation, let / and g be in C 0 (X x G) and let p and q be in lQ(φ). Then
seen by considering approximating sums to the spectral integrals. Let h be in C 0 (G) with support K, and let h n be a net in C 0 (X) which eventually has the value one on each compact subset of X, and suppose 0 ĥ n ^ 1. Then 1 h n (x)dP(x) converges strongly to / and so
is dense in $(<p) and since φ 0 is linear, it is a representation. Since the integrals with respect to dP and dy are weak limits of approximating sums, φ o (C o (X x G)) lies in the von Neumann algebra generated by the images of φ and P. We have also proved that φ(C 0 (G)) (and so φ{G)) lies in the weak closure of φ Q (C 0 (X x G)).
Suppose we are given a representation ψ 0 of C 0 (X x G) which is continuous in || Ili ϊn Lemma 1.7 let S3 be the algebra C 0 (X) (resp. C 0 (G)) and let θ be the multiplication defined by (1.5) (resp. 1.6)). If e,fe C 0 (X xG),ge C 0 (X) and h e C 0 (G) then e**(gf){x,i) = and e* *(&*/) = (&**β)**/. To prove the latter formula one could either compute the integrals in question or, as is easier, observe that the formula is true for h in C 0 (X x G) and then approximate h in C 0 (G) by elements of C 0 (X x G). Moreover ||0|| ^ 1 in both cases. By Lemma 1.7 there are representations ψ of C Q (G) and ^x of C Q (X) such that
Since ψ is continuous it comes from a representation ψ of G, and f(l)f(h) = ^(fe (7" le ))-
If we let h run through an approximate identity and use the formula h(y~1 )*f{x 9 
1 ))toί/ίT" 1 , 7" 1 •)) = ^i(ί7(7" and ^(7)^1(^)n/r(7~1) = Th(0(7~l e ))« By standard methods (compare [9, p. 93, Theorem] , [7, p. 239, Theorem D] , or Theorem 1.9), ψ x can be extended uniquely to a regular countably additive projection valued measure P on X. Let K E be the characteristic function of a Borel set E. Since KAr
and (α/r, P) is a representation of (G, X). It follows from Lemma 1.7 that ψ(C 0 (X)) is contained in the weak closure of ψ o (C Q (X x G)) and by monotone limits, this is also true for the range of P.
Let <p 0 be defined by (1.8) (with ψ replaced by φ), let feC 0 (X), g e C 0 (G), h e C 0 (X x G). Then fg e C 0 (X x G) and the finite linear combinations of such elements of
and so φ o~ ψ 0 . Thus the correspondence defined by (1. 8) is onto from representations of G, X to representations of C Q (X x (?); one can also check that it is one-to-one. The statement concerning unitary equivalence is verified by a direct computation. Let the Sί (resp. S3) in Lemma 1.7 be C 0 (X x G) (resp. C 0 (Y)) and let θ be the multiplication defined by (1.4) . Let e, g be in C 0 (X x G) and let / be in C 0 (Y). Then β**(/*flr)(α?,7) [7, §5, exercise (2) and (3) element / + z in the C*-algebra S£/s. Then fef){z:zeZ~ U} if and only if f(z) = 0 for all z not in U, and in this case we say that / vanishes off U and we let $( U) denote the set of all / in fi which vanish off U. Let p be in Range R{F λ ) and let g be in Range R(E 2 ) -R(F 2 ). If fe& and / vanishes off F 2 then f(/)g -0 and q (resp. p) can be approximated by vectors of the form ψ{g)q (resp. ψ(h)p) where g (resp. h) vanishes off E 2 (resp. FJ. Then (p, q) can be approximated by (p, ψ(h*g)q) which is zero since h*g = 0 off
and its closure $ is equal to $(£Ί U F 2 ) since otherwise $(2?i U F 2 ) has an irreducible representation φ which annihilates $, <p can be extended to an irreducible representation ψ 1 of S which annihilates $5 but not S(£Ί U F 2 ) and z = kernel φ 1 G E X U Ή but ^ 0 J57 X and z $ F 2 . Since A U F 2 Z) E 2y 3 = 3(#i U F 2 ) z> 3ί(£7 2 ). Thus g can be approximated by elements f λ + / 2 of ί£, with / x in $(£Ί) and / 2 in ^(i^), and q can be approximated by ψif^q . Then p (resp. g) can be approximated by ψ{f)p (resp. ψ(g)q) where /(resp #) vanishes off E λ (resp. i? 2 ). flf*/ vanishes off E λ C\ E 2 ci F x {j F 2 and so g*f can be approximated by elements h λ + h 2 of S with /^^ vanishing off i^. Thus (p, q) can be approximated by (ψ(g*f)p, q) and by (ψih^p + ψ(h 2 )p, q), which is zero.
This proves that E(A) 1 #(A).
We prove that ϋ is countably additive on £&. If (J -R(E n+1 ))p n ψ 0, let p n+1 = (J -R(E n+1 ))p n and let flr n+1 = </ π .
For each C in ^, Range R(C) is invariant under φ(®), and since ^(ίϊ) is closed under the taking of adjoints, R(C) commutes with ψ(!&). R(C) is also a weak limit point of φ(&) and so R(C) is in the center of f(!&)~, the weak closure of ψ(!&). Using this, it is easy to see that the inductive assumptions are satisfied for
Thus there is a g in ® which vanishes off i^n +1 such that p w+1 = ψ(MQn99n))R(F n+1 )p n Φ 0. Let Λ n+1 = \(g n gg n ) and let 0 Λ+1 = X 2 (g n 99n). Since X k (g n gg n ) is a limit of polynomials in 0 n 0flr n , fcifen+i = fe n+1 , and the remaining inductive assumptions are easy to verify. then Tiίfe. ) ^ 1 and 1 = aτ^hj) + (1 -^)τ 2 (fe y ) ^a + l-a = l. Thus there is equality throughout and τ^hj) = 1, τ x = ft, and ft is an extreme point, ft can be extended to a state p of ® + λl by a Hahn-Banach type argument and applying the Krein Milman Theorem to the set of such extensions, it is possible to choose p to be a pure state (extreme point of the set of states) of B + λJ. The procedure of [15] yields an irreducible representation φ of S for which z = kernel φ is the set {/: fe ίϊ, ρ(g*fh) = 0 for all g, h in β}. If p y e Range R(F 3 ) then 9>(Λ, ) Φ 0 and so zeί 7 ,-. If p 3 -1 Range i2(^ ) then φ(^(Ej)) = 0 and so zφE 5 .
In particular ze F 1 = E and z$E 2 = F. We have proved ze D but z0Zλ, for any j. This is a contradiction and so R(D) = ΣΠ=i R{D 3 ). [8, Lemma 4.2] and ψ(f)p can be approximated by R{U z )p and so by R(K s )p. K s is compact [8, Lemma 4.3] and is a Borel set since K z = Πo<δ< ε ϋi-Proo/ of Theorem 1.6. Let φ, P be given as in the statement of 1.6, let φ 0 and ψ λ be defined by Theorem 1.5 and 1.8 respectively, and let R be defined by Theorem 1. (Y) . The element fA of ^ has the property (fA)(z) = 0 for z in π~\E). Let B be a self adjoint element of ί? and suppose £>(2) = 0 for z in π~\E). Let ε be a positive number. Then the set K = {z:\\ B(z) || ^ ε} is a compact subset of Z -π~\E) and τr(i£) is a compact subset of X disjoint from E. If g is a function which is one on π(K) and zero on E then \\gB -B\\ < ε provided 0 ĝ ^ 1. Thus the range of I -P(E) is the closure of the vectors φ 1 {B)p where pe £>(<£>), 5eS and B(z) = 0 for 2 in n~\E). This is the range of I -R(π-\E)) so ^(TΓ-1^) ) = P(#) and i2 extends P.
Let ί
2 Induced representations. It follows from Mackey's work [11] that certain representations of G, X can be constructed in an explicit fashion from the action of G on X; these representations are called induced representations. In this section we determine the topological structure of the space of all irreducible induced representations. This space is homeomorphic to the orbit space $/G. Thus there is a correspondence between properties of Sί/G and properties of the induced representations; a simple example of this is Theorem 2.2. where h e C 0 (G/G γ -i x ). This makes sense since Ί~λG x β = Gy-i^β is a O 7 -i x coset, and one can see that v is quasi invariant.
If
The last equality follows from the fact that for gr in C 0 (F) and ?> in
and since the right member of (2.1) is the inner product in ξ)(U φ ) and the left member is the inner product in £>(t/^), Ufe&iU*) and U is a unitary transformation of &(U φ ) onto §(C7^). Let £7 be a Borel subset of X. Then P^) (resp. P^)) is multiplication by the characteristic function of {β: β~λx e E) (resp. {β: β-'y-'x e E}) and
where λ( , a) is a Radon Nikodym derivative of the measure E->μ(Ea) with respect to μ. Then λ(τ , tf) is a Radon Nikodym derivative of the measure E -> v(Ea) with respect to v and = /(7/3α)(λ(G,7/3, α))
Thus ϊ/*, P^ is equivalent to Z7^, P^ and so Φ is equivalent to Ψ.
B. Φ = Ψ.
Let <£> and f be in S and suppose that Φ is unitarily equivalent to Ψ. Let # = π(kernelφ) and let y -7r(kernel ψ). P φ (Gx) is multiplication by the characteristic function of {β: β~λx e Gx} and so P φ (Gx) = I and likewise P f (Gy) = I. (Gx is a Borel set since it is a countable union of compact sets.) Since P φ and P^ are equivalent, P*(Gy) = I, P φ (Gx Π Gy) = I,Gx Π Gy Φ φ and Gx = G?/. Suppose y = 7x,yeG, and let ω = ψo^f κ . Then £? is equivalent to ?F by A, and so is equivalent to (P. Thus U φ \ P φl is equivalent to U ω \ P ωl and by [11, Theorem 2], ω 1 is equivalent to φ 1 and so ω is equivalent to ^>. Thus φ and n/r have the same orbits under G. 
JθlQ x JG
It is easy to see that t is defined and continuous. If g is continuous then formula (2. then F w €ξ)(Z7Oand likewise W = (7 -> f (f°(y) )w) is in φ(!7*). We suppose that W ^ 0. This is the case for example if / is nonnegative and has its support near X x e. If β and 7 are in G then
and the convergence in (2.4) is uniform for β and γ in compact sets. Let g be in C 0 (X x G), let M be a compact symmetric subset of G such that support f a X x M and let t(x, y) be chosen by the lemma. If βφG Xm M then V m (β) = 0 and we have
This implies that Φ m -> Ψ and proves C. Let f be in I, let Ψ be the corresponding element of 8, let kernel^) = y, let g be in C 0 (Y), let h be in C Q (X x G) and let V and
The above integral is absolutely convergent and so we can interchange orders of integration, placing the integration with respect to 7 first. If we substitute σy for 7, place the 7 integration last again, and then use the substitution σ-^β~ισβ as in (1.1), we obtain
and by limits converging in the norm in β, this is true for g in S.
Let $ = {g; g e β and ^(g) = 0 for all 9> in #}. If ?F 6 L then SΓC3;*8) = 0 by the above calculations. Now suppose Ψ is a limit point of L. Then ξΓ(^*S) = 0 also. Since Ψ(2) contains a norm bounded sequence converging strongly to 7, if g e $ and F e §( t/^) then If x G X let <£>* be the one-dimensional representation / -> I /(a?, σ)dσ, /GCoίF). Then φ x can be extended to $, 9> β 6ffi, kernel <p x e Z and a? -> kernel ^ is a homeomorphism of X with its image in Z. This image is invariant under G and so X/G is countably separated (there are G invariant Borel sets E 19 E 2 , in X which separate points of X/G) if Z/G is. However one might be interested only in representations induced from a subset K of fi or of Z, and it is possible that K/G is countably separated when X is not. For a C*-algebra to be type I means that the weak closure of the image of each representation is type / in the sense of Murray and von Neumann.
Suppose (3) is true and let Φ f be a factor representation of 8/^(L). Then the corresponding representation Φ of 8 is induced from a representation ψ of $. By Theorem 1.5 the commutant 0(8)' of 0 (8) (1) is true. By [5, Theorem 2] , L is countably separated and by Theorem 2.1, KjG is homeomorphic to a subspace of L. Thus K\G is countably separated, and (1) => (2) .
Suppose (2) is true. If xeX, let K(x) be the set of φ in K such that π(kernelφ) = x. If jeG and ψ and φ°Ί κ are both in K(x) then jeG x and φ is equivalent to φ°Ύ κ .
Thus the restriction to K(x) of the quotient map K-+K\G is one-to-one. Let JEΊ, E 2 , be G invariant Borel subsets of K which separate the points in K\G and let U l9 U 2 , be open subsets of X which separate points of X. Then ^(U^^CU^,-separate points of K (x) from points of K(y) for xΦy and E l9 E 2y -separate points of K(x). Thus K is countably separated and by [5, , Theorem 2] , RI3(K) is type /.
Let φ Q be an irreducible representation of 8 which annihilates 3(L), let φ and P be the corresponding representations of G and X and let R be the projection valued measure on Z which extends X and is given by Theorem 1.6. We assert that R(Z ~ K) -0. Let ψ x be the representation of S defined by Theorem 1.8. In view of the definition of R, we must show that ^^(K)) = 0. Suppose first that φ 0 = Ψ is induced from an irreducible representation ψ of ££ which annihilates 3(iO and let # be in $(K) and T7 in ξ>(0>). As in the proof of Theorem 2.1,
for a.e. β, and so ψ^g) = 0 and ψ^iK)) = 0. If we no longer assume that <p 0 is induced, φ 0 is in any case a limit of such induced representations Ψ. Thus if W and Feξ>(<p 0 ) and Λ, e C 0 (X x G) the representative function
defined on C o ( Y) is a limit of uniformly bounded representative functions defined on 5Ϊ and vanishing on $(K).
This implies that ti(3(ίQ) = 0 and R(Z ~ K) = 0.
Since the images of <p and i? are not simultaneously reducible and since K/G is countably separated, R must be concentrated in an orbit ([11] ). Thus P is also concentrated in an orbit and by [11] φ and so> ψ 0 are induced. This means that the map of K\G -* L is onto, that L is countably separated and by [5 Theorem 2] that 2ffi(L) is type I. We have proved that any irreducible representation of 8 which annihilates $(L) is induced and thus this is also true for factor representations. We have proved (2) =Φ> (3), and this completes the proof of Theorem 2.2.
Some of the results of this section extend results of [3] , and this paper is in part addressed to the problems considered in [3] (cf. The final paragraph of [3] ).
We conclude with a proof of the result mentioned in the introduction concerning a manifold structure in orbit spaces. We are indebted to R. Palais for discussions concerning this theorem. (Γ) . Then Θ + (Q) is an m-dimensional involutive differential system UJΪ on K, by [14, page 35, Theorem 2] . Necessary and sufficient conditions for coordinate functions x lf •••,£" to be flat with respect to SQΐ(we use the terminology of [14] ) is that Xj(yy) = Xj(y) for y near e, y in the domain of the x k and j = m + 1, , n. Suppose this is the case, suppose that the coordinate system is cubical of breadth 2a and domain W a and let S = S(c m+1 , , c n ) denote the slice {x; x ά {x) = c jf j = m + 1, , n} of W a . Let x be in S. Since dθ x maps g onto 9JΪ X , θ x maps each neighborhood of e onto a neighborhood of x in S. Let T be the leaf containing S. Since each y in T is in some such S, T Π Gx is an open subset of T in the manifold topology for T as a submanifold of K. Since K\G is Γ 2 , Gx is closed and T Π Gx is a relatively closed subset of T with the relative topology and so is a closed subset of T in the manifold topology. Since T is connected in the manifold topology, TaGx. 
